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SEPTEMBER
9:00 AM to 11:30 AM

Register: www.ife.ca/events
Contact: secretary@ife.ca

IFE Canada Members: $125.00
Non Members: $149.00

Who Should Attend?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire Chiefs
Chief Training Officers
Emergency Managers
Emergency Planners
Search & Rescue
Police & Ambulance

Registration Details at: www.ife.ca

Search & Rescue for Autism
Autism and neurodiversity are more and more commonly recognized and diagnosed. The incidence of
ASD in Canada is 1 in 54 children being diagnosed. Statistically speaking, it is almost a guarantee that
you are connected to someone on the autism spectrum. This training gives the response community
the tools it needs to support this sector of their community in both prevention and response activities.
This training suite, including Sensory Supports and Recognizing Behaviours, offers real-life, scenariobased training as well as tools for building better relationships with the autism community.
Emergency Response for Autism is a training through Autism Canada’s Search and Rescue for Autism
program (SARA). This program seeks to make small changes with a large impact through prevention
activities and responder training. Responders who have taken this training now have the tools to better
serve these more vulnerable community members.

Learning Objectives:
Along with the core technical training and community building prevention activities, we are also
delivering training on these learning points:
3
3
3
3

Scenario-based training for First Responders
Risk Assessment & Hazard Mitigation with
neurodiverse populations
When an autistic community is not the primary
recipient of a response
Preventing secondary incidents

3
3
3
3

Managing large-scale events with
neurodiverse populations
Why bolting is so deadly and how to prevent it
Supporting community-building activities
Being a safe space within your community
for the most vulnerable

Event Speakers
SHANYN SILINSKI, SARA Project Program Manager
As Program Manager for the SARA Project, Shanyn is responsible
for the development and deployment of the education
resources and accompanying training. Shanyn is no stranger
to emergency planning and response as a former Captain of
a local volunteer fire department and Training Officer.
She spent several years working on a joint research
and development project between the Department of
Defense and Public Safety as a Senior Advisor heading an
international working group with a focus on emergency
planning and vulnerable populations.
When she isn’t working Shanyn spends time with her family
enjoying the farming and ag tech life (where AI, robotics
and other technology meets agriculture). She is known for
her photography, art, writing and being an advocate for
important issues such as neurodiversity, agriculture, gifted
education and rural technology access.
On a personal note, Shanyn has a personal connection to
autism and neurordiversity including her husband and son
who are both on the spectrum. This has given her a unique
perspective on her work and the SARA program.

Autism Canada is the only Canadian organization with a national perspective on the issues currently facing
individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder. The staff, Board of Directors, and volunteers are committed to be
a part of an inclusive, diverse, and safe environment that supports the autistic population and the greater
community. An Imagine Canada credited organization, Autism Canada aims for indusivity, knowledge and
acceptance and encourages everyone to See the Spectrum Differently. The strategic objectives of Autism
Canada focus on changing the future for those on the spectrum with the delivery of high-quality programs
and resources. Autism Canada works collaboratively with other organizations to share expertise, build
consensus, and help inform public policy and research. Autism Canada has been the hub of knowledge
and understanding about Autism Spectrum Disorder since 1976.

Institution of Fire Engineers; Canada Branch

Founded in 1978, the IFE is a non-profit making professional body with a rapidly growing membership
of over 70,000 and a global reach that extends through 42 international branches. Licensed by the
Engineering Council, the IFE upholds professional standards within all public and private fire sectors
by offering assessment of knowledge, experience and development and engages with major
stakeholders to offer international conferences, identify and promote good practice and enhance
technical networks worldwide.
Over the years we have expanded our membership base and we now have members in every province
of Canada. Our objective; To encourage and improve the science and practice of Fire Extinction, Fire
Prevention, Fire Emergency Management, Fire Engineering and all operations and expedients connected therewith,
and to give an impulse to ideas likely to be useful in connection with or in relation to such science and practice.

